
Release Notes Summary for R37 - Subject to Change
This is a short preview of features for this release. For feature details, please consult the full release notes when they are published on Developer Central.
Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-10053 Aria Crescendo With this Aria release, a rate change can trigger, if appropriate, a proration on invoices and credits based 

on client parameters or by using a suitable assignment directive to cause a proration event. Rate 
schedule changes to a daily or weekly billing period from a monthly or longer billing period will disable 
usage accumulation, and the next invoice for affected plan instances will be the last that includes usage 
accumulation calculations.

DEV-10139 Aria Crescendo This feature enhances the payload of the events Account Master Plan Instance Dunning State Changed 
and Account Master Plan Instance Dunning Degrade Date Changed  in the Event Class "Accounts and 
Master Plan Instances." Once your Aria instance is configured to use version 3.2 of this Event Class, these 
two events will include values for Dunning State  and Dunning Step . Note: This requires Customer 
Support to update your 'Prov Account and Master Plan Instance Class Version' to 3.2, and the 3.2 version 
of the XSD file for the Account and Master Plan Instance Event Class.

DEV-10141 Aria Crescendo This is the first phase of feature development adding the ability to designate a monthly Discount Rule as 
a "Remainder" Discount Rule, for which Aria would check whether the first discount application is not a 
full discount (< 1) and would remember the remainder (1 - proration factor) to be applied at the billing 
period when the discount is expired. This phase focuses on API-related enhancements; use-case-
dependent results for this feature will be outlined on Developer Central.

DEV-10145 Aria Crescendo Aria has enhanced the Parent / Child Account Behavior when converting from self pay to parent pay. 
During the self-to-parent-pay conversion, the child’s billing group number will be cleared and you can set 
the responsible level to either <parent pay> or <parent-pay and use> The responsible Master Plan 
Instance (MPI) will be mapped to the child account’s MPI that is being converted. Any open charges in 
the child account’s MPI being converted will be balance transferred to the new responsible MPI. 
Additionally, a new input parameter has been added; the parameter is client_acct_id and is available in 
the set_payment_responsibility_m  API. This parameter can be used as an alternate input for the Aria 
account number.

DEV-10175 Aria Crescendo When an ACH payment is voided by the Ingenico batch process, the account balance is now increased 
commensurately by the voided amount.

DEV-10180 Aria Crescendo Aria has enhanced the event class payload of Accounts and Master Plan Instances (MPIs) by adding the 
new field <plan_queue_type> to identify the plan cancellation queue type for master and supplemental 
plan instance details.

DEV-10188 Aria Crescendo This feature applies last-in-first-out (LIFO) crediting logic for mid-billing-period rate schedule changes via 
the API calls update_acct_plan_m  or update_acct_plan_multi_m  when single line upgrade is enabled in 
your Aria instance. If such a rate change occurs in addition to a plan activation or a plan unit change, the 
rate change will be calculated as an "activation" or "unit change" proration event. You can enable in your 
Aria instance by requesting that your Aria representative enable the parameter <single_line_upgrade>.

DEV-10205 Aria Crescendo Aria has added new input fields to the API get_order_m , the new fields are <master_plan_instance_no>, 
<client_master_plan_instance_id>, and <status_filter_cd>.

DEV-10206 Aria Crescendo This feature introduces a new API call bulk_cancel_order_m . This API call cancels one or more account 
holders' orders and stops all billing related to those orders if the following are true: The orders have not 
yet been billed, and the order has not already been canceled.

DEV-10218 Aria6, Aria Crescendo Aria presents the first phase of a multi-phase integration with the Stripe payment gateway. Stripe 
accepts subscription payments from direct integrations with card networks and also powers payments 
for software platforms and marketplaces. For this release, the following features are supported: 
Authorization and Capture; 3DS 1.0 and 2.0 Authentication; Card Verification Value (CVV) via Stripe; 
Address Verification Service (AVS) via Stripe; Minimal Authorization and automatic Authorization 
Reversal; Tokenization; Refunds; Soft Descriptors; Cardholder Initiated Transactions (CIT) for Visa® and 
Mastercard®; and Merchant Initiated Transactions (MIT) for Visa® and Mastercard®.

DEV-10219 Aria Crescendo This feature introduces two new replacement strings in the statement classes Invoice, Credit Note, Credit 
Memo, Rebill, and Dunning templates: insertUpperStmtCountryName  will return the uppercase country 
Name (e.g. UNITED STATES); and insertProperStmtCountryName  will return the title case country name 
(e.g. United States).
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Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-10261 Aria Crescendo This feature enhances the payload of the Event Notification Account Billing Group Modified  event (event 

number 738) with several new field values: <Billing Group Number>, <Client Billing Group ID>, <Dunning 
Group Number>, <Client Dunning Group ID>, and <Bill Lag Days>. The <Bill Lag Days> field will display 
only bill lag days data configured on the MPI and not from other levels of Bill Lag Day configuration such 
as collection account groups, payment methods, payment terms, or billing intervals. These fields will also 
not display data from child MPIs linked with the related MPI via parent pay. Note: This requires 
Customer Support to update your 'Prov Account and Master Plan Instance Class Version' to 3.2, and the 
3.2 version of the XSD file for the Account and Master Plan Instance Event Class.

DEV-10263 Aria Crescendo APIs used for plan updates update_acct_complete_m , update_acct_plan_m , and 
update_acct_plan_multi_m  have been enhanced to remove bill lag days (<bill_lag_days>) and promo 
codes (<promo_cd>). After calling these APIs to remove bill lag days and promo codes, you will notice a 
"null" value on the associated Master Plan Instance (MPI), appearing either as blank or "none" in their 
corresponding UI fields.

DEV-10281 Aria6, Aria Crescendo This release includes enhanced mail processing and telephone order support for credit card transactions 
using the Vantiv payment gateway. For the create_acct_complete(_m)  API, the <proc_field_override> 
array now accepts telephone and mail order values where a CVV number is not required.

DEV-10283 Aria Crescendo These enhancements are added as the third phase of contract installment mapping. New fields have 
been added to the API calls get_instance_contract_m  and get_instance_contract_m . The client 
parameter “Enable Contract Billing Installment” must be set to True for the values of these fields to show 
in the API outputs and on the Contract screen of the Aria application UI.

DEV-10318 Aria Crescendo Aria’s latest iteration of the Data Streaming Web Service includes Plan Group and Surcharge Rate 
Schedule objects. In addition, you can now search the Change Stream Audit Log for Data Streaming 
events based on the date, account number, tick and status via Configuration > Audit Logs > Change 
Stream.

DEV-10323 Aria Crescendo When using API edit_plan_m,  the rate schedules will no longer be removed before the scheduled 
removal of the plan.

DEV-10329 Aria Crescendo This feature adds the ability to enable or disable your Aria For Salesforce data connection via the Aria UI 
under Configuration > External Services > [click Salesforce.com]. When the <Enable Connection> field is 
set to ‘false’ or left blank, the Aria For Salesforce application will not sync any data to your Salesforce 
instance. When the <Enable Connection> field is set to ‘true’, the SFDC loader will start syncing data with 
your Salesforce instance.
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